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ABSTRACT
Infrared spectra of two celestial objects frequently used as flux standards axe
calibrated against an absolute laboratory _tux standard at a spectral resolving
power of 100 to 200. The spectrum of the KI.$III star, a Boo, is measured
from 3/_m to 30 om and that of the C-type asteroid, 1 Ceres. from 5/_m to
30 /_m. _,_'hile these _standard" spectra do not have the apparent precision
of those based on calculated models, they do not require the assumptions
involved in theoretical models of stars and asteroids. Specifically they provide
a model-independent means of calibrating celestial flux in the spectral range
from 12 /_m to 30 #m where accurate absolute 9hotometry is not available.
The agreement found between the spectral shapes of cz Boo and Ceres based
on laboratory standards, and those based on ob, erved ratios to a CMa (Sirius)
and a Lyr (Vega), flux calibrated by theoretical modeling of these hot stars,
strengthens our confidence in the applicability of the stellar models as primary
irradiance standards.
Subject headings: infrared -- absolute calibratioat -- stars: a Boo -- asteroids:
1 Ceres
/
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3I. Introduction
This series of papers on spectral irradiance calibration was motivated by the need
to establish accurate celestial flux standards for use in astronomical spectroscopy by
space-borne, airborne and ground-based instruments. The earlier papers in the series,
\ .,), usesummarized by Cohen et al. (1996: hereafter referred to as Paper "TT theoretical
models of the A-type staxs Vega and Sirius as the fundamental re£e:ence standards
for spectral shape. The absolute flux levels are determined by i:_de-c_e:_denc absolute
photometric measurements but these axe confined to wavelengths of I!.7 #m and lower.
Absolute photometry at longer wavelengths is not sufficiently accurate to test the validity
of assumptions in the model stellar atmospheric spectra at wavelengths beyond 12 #m. The
purpose of this paper is to show how a laboratory standard, dlat is we_-understood from 3
_m to 30/zm, can be used to calibrate the spectral shape of a celestiM standard throughout
this range and thus produce absolute flux standards by normalization to the absolute flux
levels at and below 11.7 #m.
In this paper the fundamental reference standard for spectral shape is an internationally
accredited blackbody whose temperature uncertainty, stability and uniformity are controlled
to -t-0.13 K (20", r.m.s, average). The flux reaching the spectrometer from this standard
is simply a Planck radiation function modified by the diffraction effects of the intervening
apertures and optics. Calibration of observatory spectra using laboratory spectra is not
straightforwaxd. Here we briefly note some of the precautions. In transferring radiation
from the blackbody to the spectrometer, care must be taken to ensure that it follows the
same optical path through the spectrometer as that taken by radiation from the celestia.l
objects viewed through the telescope. In this case, the telescope was the Kuiper Airborne
Observatory (KAO), which was required in order to observe in spectra1 re_ons inaccessible
horn the ground. Furthermore, the signal-plus-background radiation must be low enough
4to stay within the Linear range of the detector system. Once the spectrometer is properly
illuminated by the laboratory blackbody, the instrument response functions for each of the
152 detectors, at each of the several wavelengths for which they are used, is determined
from appropriate Planck functions and diffraction corrections. Before calibrating the
airborne spectrum with the laboratory response functions, it is first necessary to correct
for telescope transmission and for atmospheric transmission. Both transmissions axe
measurable functions of wavelength and are characterized by au._d,].iaa-?" measurements.
Finally, the product of the measured airborne spectrum and the instrument response
function, divided by the atmospheric and telescope transmission functions, yields the actual
spectrum of the object.
While it is ob,,-iously easier to obtain the ratio of c_ Boo or Ceres to the spectrum of
Sirius or Vega and then to use a theoretical spectrum of one of these hot stars to calibrate
the _ Boo spectrum, the correctness of the theoretica_ spectrum mus_; ultimately be verified
over the full spectral range in which it is applied. The Kurucz models (see Cohen et al.
1992: Paper I) were constructed to incorporate what is known about the stars and their
visible and UV spectra. The models yield spectra exl ending into the infrared. Using such
a model to extrapolate beyond 17 #m is unjustified in the case of Vega because of its
circumstellar dust cloud (Aumann et al. 1984). While the Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS) did not reveal a cloud around Sirius, it could not have recognized a departure from
model predictions if that departure was common to a21 stars. Consequently, it is important
to bring closure to the measurement of celestial standards by comparing spectra calibrated
against theoretical models to spectra calibrated against laboratory standards. Such closure
might have been obtained by using asteroid spectra as absolute standards provided that
models of sufficient ax:cuzacy were available. While e:dsting models incorporate effects of
size, phase, surface texture and distances from Sun _nd Earth, they do not include the
effects of mineral composition on spectr_ (Cohen et _. 1998: Paper VIII). In any case, this
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paper offers spectra, of both a Boo and Ceres calibrated ag_ns_ o, _._oratory b!ackbodv
and compares them with our previous results whic,k u_tima_e_v are based on our calibrated
spectral model of Sirius (Paper I)as the primary standard.
Section 2 offers a brief review of how the raw celestial spectra were obtained. In
Section 3 the laboratory calibration approach is described. This depends upon diffraction
corrections. These are detailed in Appendix A. Section 4 presents :he resutts of the
laboratory calibrations, follc, wed bv a discussion (Section 5i of differences beT,wee:'..v_ec:ra
obtained by laboratory standards compared to those based on model atmospheric spectra.
Section 6 briefly focuses on the surface mineralogy of Ceres.
2. c_ Boo and Ceres
The spectra of celestial objects were obtained using the High-efficiency Infrared
Faint-Object Grating Spectrometer (HIFOGS) at the Nasmvth focus of the KAO. HIFOGS
contains 120 Si:Bi detectors for the 3 #m to 18/_m spectral range and 32 Si:Sb detectors
for 15 #m to 30 #m. It is a liquid-helium-cooled, grating spectrometer described elsewhere
(Wi_teborn et al. 1995). HIFOGS was used with a 1.5 mm entrance aperture (20"
field-of-view) with a resob'ing power ran_ng from 100 to 200 across each spectral band
chosen. The spectrometer provides a choice of two gratings, remotely selectable, as well as
remotely selectable bandpass filters, so two spectral bands could be observed in a _ven
Right. Additional choices of wavelength coverage were made by external control of the
grating angle. The spectral ranges covered during each flight are shown in Table 1.
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3. Laboratory calibration approach
The objective of this research is to calibrate the spectra] flux oi :wo celestial sources
against a weU-miderstood laborato_" source of radia:ion. The major elements of the
calibration including blackbody source, transfer optics, modulation, diffraction effects and
transmission corrections are discussed in this section.
The reference source used ha this work is a UK .Nationa.l Phvsica.l Laboratory (NPL)
blackbody whose design ensures the Planc "klan natur_ of emitted taxation (Ctiu et al.
1994). The cavity is a cylinder, 70 mm in diameter and 400 ram long, with a 20 mm e.,dt
aperture. The output flux is constant to 1 K across _6 mm of this 20 mm aperture and
decreases by no more than 20 K at the edge of the aperture when the blackbody is at its
maximum temperature of 423 K. The inside of the cavity is coated w-ith oxidized stainless
steel but relies on multiple reflections to ensure emissivity of 0.999 or better from 0.9/_m
to 30/_m. The radiance temperature of the cavity w ts determined using contact probes
calibrated traceable to the ITS-90. The equiva2ence _f the temperature as determined
from the contact probes compared to the radiance temperature has been demonstrated by
comparison to the primary standard blackbody at the NPL, verify-hag tiffs performance
(Chu et al. 1994). Almost all the external length of tlte ca_'ity is surrounded by circulating
oil to ensure uniform temperature of the cavity wails. Two accurately calibrated platinum
resistance thermometers monitor the uniformity of the oil bath which reaches <4 mK
(limited by our measurement uncertainty in the difference between the two probes) after
about two hours at a _ven temperature setting. On _ probe cart be placed in any of 6
different locations within the oil bath while the othe: penetrates both oil bath and the
outer wall of the cylindrical cavity. When the differenc es between the cavity probe's reading
and that in any of these locations in the oil are <4 =:K we be_n to make measurements.
Temperature regulation to the 4 mK level can be ma2ntained at any chosen temperature
between 50° C and 140° C. The total estimated 2o"uncertainty in effective radiance
temperature is -0.1a K (r.m.s. average), resulting from the combinedeffectsof standard
sourcecalibration, ali_ament errors, readout di_tization and reproducibility.
Optics for transferring radiation from the NPL source to the spectrometer were
mounted in the transfer optics chamber (TOC) shown in Figure 1. The purposeof the
TOC is to image the pinhole source aperture (nominal diameters from 100 #m to 270 #m)
onto the spectrometer entrance aperture with the same f/ratio and obscuration provided
in the KAO. To achieve this, we included a mask on the first TOC .mirror encountered
by radiation leaving the NPL cavity that represents a correctly scMed centred circular
obscmration and four scaled spider legs. Thus contributions to diffraction and obscuration
experienced by light traveling from the telescope entrance to the spectrometer entrance are
duplicated in the TOC. The chamber and the space between the NPL blackbody and the
entrance aperture axe purged with dry nitrogen to prevent spectral absorption by water
and CO2. The NPL blackbody radiation is modulated by a harmonic chopper placed close
to the source aperture. The "limiting" aperture (1.778 mm radius) is located between the
chopper and the NPL source and sized to constrain all lines-of-sight from the pinhole source
aperture to cross through the blackbody exit aperture or else strike the blackened wall
surrounding the limiting aperture. This wall, the chopper, the pinhole source aperture wall
and the entire TOC, including its optical surfaces, axe all well connected thermally so that
they are effectively at the same temperature. An insulated aluminum box surrounds the
airtight TOC so that dry ice cart surround the optical path from the limiting aperture up to
3 cm from the spectrometer entrance. Eight of the spectrometer's detectors are monitored
to record DC levels. All are monitored for AC. The DC level is sensitive to total incident
flux, which is usually dominated by foreground radiation. These levels are used to verify
that the foreground conditions in the TOC (cooled by dry ice) were similar to those in the
KAO at 12.4 kin. The interface between the TOC and the spectrometer is airtight. The
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purge gas is injected near the spectrometer and has the length of the chamber to equilibrate
with the cold chamber walls. Purge gas is also injecte_i into a plastic bag enclosing most of
the NPL blackbody. This gas provides an over-pressure between the NPL blackbody exit
region and the insulated limiting aperture near the ch_pper.
The spectral shape of the modulated radiation reaching the spectrometer from the
NPL source is the difference between the source Planck function and the radiation from
the chopper, multiphed by a diffraction correction. The diffraction correction is dominated
by effects of the source aperture and the limiting aperture. When the geometry is well
known the diffraction effects may be calculated accu_ateIy. Calculations specific to the
TOC geometry are described in Appendix A. A check on the realism of the geometrical
description, as well as the overall method, was made by measuring spectra from the NPL
source using three different source aperture diameters and comparing the ratios of spectra
from any two source apertures with the calculated ratios. As seen in Figure 2, the ratio of
spectra through a 202 /_m diameter hole to that through a 262 t_m hole agrees quite well
with the shape of the calculated ratio from 3 _m to 3)/_m. The 6% vertical displacement
is probably caused by a small difference in beam alignment between the two measurements,
as inferred from the value of the ratio extrapolated to very short wavelength. The ratio of
spectra through a 104/Jm aperture to that through a '202 #m aperture is in agreement from
3 _m to 10 pm. At longer wavelengths, significant dif'erences arise, possibly related to the
finite aperture thickness (40 _m). Consequently, only measurements made with the 202 _m
aperture axe used for calibration in this paper.
Since the chopper emissivity e(_) is not as well known as that of the NPL blackbody,
the detector response function, R(_), was initially de: ermined by measuring the spectral
outputs from the NPL blackbody at two different te:nperatures, Tz and T2. Let the
measured detector signals corresponding to T: be 5(j, Ai) for each detector i. (i ranges
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from 1 to 152.) The subscript i will be dropped from .\ in all subsequent notation. If the
chopper temperature Td_ is held consr.ant then the radiation entehng the spectrometer is
[P(Ti,A ) -e(A)P(Te,.\)]D(,\,c), where D(,\,c)is the diffraction correction calculated in
Appendix A using pinhole source radius c and P(T_, A) is the Planck function for temperature
T i. (%Ve always monitored the chopper temperature during these measurements but found
no significant variations.) The detector response function is thus (for each wavelength A
R(,\) = [P(r._, h)- P(r_,,\_iD(,',.c)/[S(2..',)- S(1..\)]. 1i',
While this approach eliminates the need to know e(,\), the variances in measuring S(2.,\)
and S(1,A) axe additive. We can use
R(,\) = [P(Tj, ,\) - P(T_,,k)]D(,\,c)/S(j,,\), (2)
provided that we can establish that e(,\) is sufficiently close to unit3" over the wavelength
range. This can be done by comparing the results of Eq. (2) for two widely different
temperatures T.,, typically 322 K and 363 K. The results were found to be identical within
e.'vperimental uncertainty, so that Eq. (2) was usually used. This enables us to apply the
unused data set as an independent check.
4. Application of laboratory calibration
The response function, R(,\), determined in the previous section may be applied
directly to the airborne raw spectra, W(,\), once these axe corrected for atmospheric
transmission, A(A), and telescope transmission, t(,\), to yie!d the true, flux calibrated
spectrum, F(A).
F(,\) = w(,\)R(,\)/.a(,\)/t(,\) (3)
In practice, the spectra axe obtained in segments because of limitations of the grating
efficiency. Each segment corresponds to a wavelength range indicated in Table 1. The 5 #m
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to 9.4 #m segments have considerable overlap with _,he 8 _m to 14 #m segments. Spectra
in the latter segments have a systematic deviation from the former that is largest in the
first few channels that axe sampled. Inspection of the wave form during sampling of the I60
channels (152 AC outputs + 8 DC outputs) shows a capacitive rise time in response after
a chop cycle starts..although efforts were made to work at precisely the same frequency
in the KAO (7 Hz) as in the laboratory, the tuned laboratory chopper worked only at 6.6
Hz when the final laboratory measurements were made. In any case. matching the phasing
precisely was not feasible. The overlap re,on of the spectrum enables us to establish an
empirical correction function for the improper phasing in sampling. 'To remove this phase
effect, all I_V(A) seg-ments were divided by the function 1-exp[-0.020(no+n)]), where n is the
channel number in order of the time of samphng and no was 108 for flight data taken 1995
May 4, a_d 61 for flight data taken 1995 April 19. The constants were determined by an
empirical match of the overlap in the fluxed a Boo spectra.
Note that, during all our KAO flights devoted to calibration work, we restricted the
flow of the helium boil-off in the HIFOGS cryostat to maintain a sea-level (laboratory)
atmospheric pressure, to minimize any differences between the operating temperature of
the HIFOGS detector arrays on the KAO and in the laboratory.
The atmospheric transmission was calculated usiag the :ATRAN" software tool (Lord
1992). Altitudes of 11.9 km to 12.5 km were known from the recorded flight profile of the
KAO. Precipitable water vapor measurements were available from some flights, but axe
not as reliable as information from our own spectrometer. The atmospheric tra_asmissions
were calculated at several values typically encountered by the KAO at 11.9 km and higher,
from 4 to 12/_m of precipitable water in the line-of-sight. The transmission curve that
best removed the terrestrial water signature from the stax or asteroid spectrum was chosen.
This procedure is reasonable because water on the asteroid would be ice, and in the stellar
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atmosphere, a very hot vapor. In either case.the absorption profile is much different from
that of terrestrial water..Neither Ceresnor c_ Boo is likely to have sufficient water to affect
our measurements. VCe were not able to match the measured ozone features using the
calculated transmissions. Consequently, data from 9.4 #m to 9.8/ira have been deleted.
The telescope transmission was measured by directing a collimated, chopped infrared
light source through the KAO optical path and into the spectrometer mounted in its normal
observing location at the Nasmvth focus. The cavity was purged wi:h dry nitrogen. The
collimated beam was only i0 cm in diameter, so on.iv a smail part of the primary was
sampled. After sampling all spectral segments, the infrared source was focused directly
on the spectrometer entrance, again through a purged optical path. Unfortunately the
KAO cavity purge was not adequate to eliminate strong water vapor absorption features,
so the reflectivity measurements had to be repeated using individual optical components
in the laboratory, where a better purge could be maintained. Even so, the KAO ca,'ity
tests did provide the surprising result that there was no SiO absorption feature in the KAO
transmission spectrum. This feature was easily measured in an earlier laboratory reflec_ivity
test on an old KAO witness sample which was coated with 770,-_ of SiO over an aluminum
substrate. It produced a 4% absorption feature centered near 8/am with a FWHM --_ 1/.am.
When the back-up tertiary, which had the same coating that was on the primary, was
tested for reflectivity, it also failed to e:dfibit any absorption feature more than 2% deep in
the wavelength range 3 #m to I4 #m and more than 4% (the accuracy of the measurement)
deep from 15 #m to 30 #m. Vv'e conclude either that no protective overcoat was applied to
the KAO optics during its most recent alumiaization, or that the coating was worn off in
subsequent washing. The dichroic beam splitter, which was used in the KAO measurements
but not in the laboratory, was found to have fiat (near unity) reflectivity from 3 /_m to
14/_m with no absorptions exceeding 2% of the average continuum. The absorption was
between 0% and 5% in the 15 #m to 20 #m spectral range. In the 20/_m to 25 #m spectral
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range, absorption was between 0% and 10%; it was zero, to within 5"_, in the 25 #m to 30
/_m band.
The telescope spectral transmission (not including gay absorption) is determined by
three reflections from aluminum surfaces, chazax:terized by the tertian', and one by our
dichroic beam splitter. To within our measurement uncertainty there was no deviation
from flat response to within 2% per surface from 3 _m to 14 /_m. From 15 #m to 30
/_m, the devia.tions from flat response did not exceed 4% per surface for the 3 reflections
from aluminum surfaces. The dichroic beam splitter vazied from 0% to as much as 10%
absorption in the 20 /_m to 25 _m range, but was otherwise like the aluminum surfaces.
The measurement uncertainties were larger from 20 l:m to 25 #m, but all reflectivities are
consistent with a flat spectral response. Consequentl;', t(A) was assumed to be unity at all
wavelengths.
The fluxed spectrum of a Boo resulting from Eq. (3) is compared in Fig. 3 to the
spectrum determined using Vega as a primary standard (3 #m to 14 #m) and using IRAS
Low Resolution Spectrometer (LRS) data and an Engelke (1992) function to extrapolate
to 30/_m (Paper VII). They are plotted as the product _4Fx versus _ to facilitate the
comparison. We plot Ceres data fluxed with Eq. (3) in Fig. 4, showing a theoretical
Standard Thermal Model (STM) with beaming factor of unity (cf. Paper VIII) for
comparison.
5. Discussion of differences from standards based on models
In Fig. 3a, the a Boo spectrum determined from laboratory standards rises as much as
15% above the Engelke function used to extrapolate values based on the IRAS LRS data
in our published a Boo spectrum (Paper VII). Sever_.l dat;_ points near 12/_m and 25/_m
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fall more than 30" above the trend of the rest of the data. These poi=ts are associated with
detectors that are especially sensitive to a.[ignmen_ error (between the spectrometer and the
TOC). These points axe retained in the avera_ng and statistical uncertainty calculations
used in Fig. 3b. In Fig. 3b, a 5-point boxcar average is plotted from 3 #m to 14 om and the
entire spectral band in a Wen grating setting is averaged for data at wavelengths greater
than 15 #m. The long-wavelength uncerta.intv bars are the standard de_-iations of the mean
of all points in the band. Within these uncertainties there :2 no si_ficant deviation of
laboratory calibrated flux from that based on the EngeK_:e ':unction past 15 pro. This puts
a constraint on a thin, warm dust ring or other unexpected contributions to the thermal
infrared not already ruled out by IRAS 60 #m and I00 ;zm photometry. It is worth noting
that the uncertainty resulting from ref!ecti_-itv measurements of the re:escope mirrors in the
15/_m to 20/_m and the 25 #m to 30 pm bands is in only one direc:':on: deviation from the
assumed unit transmission could raise the long wavelength fluxes a ma:dmum of 15% above
those shown in Fig. 3. The box-car avera_ng masks an apparent spectra[ feature near 16
]zm as discussed below.
The laboratory-calibrated spectrum falls below the published standard near 3 pm
and again near 4/_m. The 3 #m to 4 #m spectra, were taken in second order and thus
required both a cut-on filter at 2.9 pm and a cut-off filter at 5.9 _m. The cut-on filter
blocked 3rd order radiation and appeared to do so successfully. The cut-off at 5.5 _zm was
a sapphire filter which permitted some leakage from longer wavelengths to appear in the 3
/_m to 4 #m spectrum. Since the cool laboratory blackbody spectrum rises steeply with
increasing wavelength while the star spectrum decreases, a significant error can result from
long-wavelength leakage. We recalibrated at higher blackbody temperatures and found
closer agreement with the archive-calibrated data, as would be expected if the leakage
radiation became a smaller fraction of the total in the laboratory spectrum. We could
not completely eliminate the effects of leakage and, consequently, adopt our published
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"composite" spectrum (Paper VII) as the reliable st_daxd in the 3 #m to 5 #m range.
In Fig. 4, the laboratory-caLibrated Ceres spectrum agrees in shape with the model
from 5 /_m to 14 gin. Differences may be attributed to mineral absorption features as
discussed in Paper VIII. The data beyond 15 #m suggest a cooler component to the Ceres
emission but, as discussed below, we axe more confident of the broadband accuracy of the
spectrum when calibrating using the archive c_ Boo standard (Paper VII).
In Fig. 4 we note a few isolated deviant points with sma21 uncertainties. As noted for
Fig. 3a, we do not think that these axe real features in the spectra, but rather the effects
of boresight or alignment mismatch between airborne and laboratory spectra. A few of the
detectors are more sensitive to this problem. The purpose of the Fabry optics, placed just
ahead of the detectors in the optical path (see Wittel,orn et al. 1995), is to minimize this
effect, but laboratory, tests in which the focused beaxl is moved across the spectrometer
aperture reproduce the effect.
In Fig. 5, the Ceres spectrum is calibrated agaJn._;t a Boo and fluxed using our Paper
VII c_ Boo reference spectrum. The results past 15/zrx have not pre_,'iously been published
and offer an alternative standard to stellar sources pr3vided thermal models are used to
scale the spectrum to other heliocentric and geocentrc distances, and phase angles. We
consider the observations in Fig. 5 to be a more accurate spectrum in overall shape than
the measurements presented in Fig. 4, because of systematic uncertainties that arise in
matching boresight (optical path) between telescope _d laboratory spectra, tIowever,
within any band (see Table 1), the small scale features in Fig. 4 axe more precise than
those in Fig. 5 beyond 20 gin, because Ceres is so much brighter than a Boo and statistical
uncertainties for the latter become large at these wavelengths. We note that there is a
broad dip in both Figs. 3a and 4 at 16/zm that is ab.,ent in Fig. 5. Such a feature could
be caused by absorption on a telescope surface or in tl_e atmosphere. We did not lind such
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a feature when we measured reflectivities of the various surfaces and "_ does not appear in
the calculated atmospheric transmission. We do not think that it is a real feature in either
a Boo or Ceres. It could conceivably be a volatile condensate associated with the telescope
flight environment.
In summary, we estimate the total uncertainty in the spectra presented. The
uncertainty in the a Boo spectral irradiance, Fig. 3b, arises from _he statistical spread
shown in the figure (tuning from 2,c'/c at 6 _zm to 25_ at 2_ /zm) added it.. quadrature
to the systematic uncertainties. The latter are dominated by telescope transmission
uncertainty. The transmission is the product of 3 aluminum mirror reflections and a
dichroic beam splitter reflection, all discussed above. These products lie between 1.00 and
0.92 from 3 #m to 14 #m, between 1.00 and 0.84 from 15 #m to 20 ;_m, between 1.00 and
0.80 from 20/_m to 25 #m, and between 1.00 and 0.84 from 25/_m zo 30 #m, resulting
in fractional transmission uncertainties of +0/-0.08, +0/-0.16, +0/-0.20. +0/-0.16,
respectively. The contributions to flux uncertainty have the reverse sign. The remaining
quantifiable systematic uncertainties are approximately !0.02 for atmospheric transmission
(outside of the strong bands), 5:0.02 for errors in flux arising from blackbody alignment
and chopper surface characterization, :1:0.02 for effects of aperture/geometry uncertainty
on diffraction corrections. There were additional uncertainties from small differences in
alignment and radiation foreground of the KAO environment and that produced in the
laboratory. Comparison of data from 3 different flights and numerous laboratory tests
shows that these affected the entire spectrum by the same factor at wavelengths of 6 #m
and longer, except for a few detectors which were more sensitive to such effects, as noted
earlier in this section. Since we are determining only the shape of the spectrum, the factor
does not enter into the uncertainty determination. Adding the statistical and systematic
uncertainties in quadrature yields: from 6/zm to 9.4/zm: +9%/-4_; from 10/zm to 14
#mr +11%/-7%; from 16 _tm to 20 #mr +21%/-14%; from 20 pm to 25 #m: +24%/-13%;
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from 25 #m to 30 /_m: +30%/-25%. The total uncertainty in the spectral data for Ceres
in Fig. 5 is dominated by the statistical uncertainty (lo" uncertainty bars) assuming that
we accept the archive a Boo spectrum as an accurate standard. The uncertainties in the
archive standard sad only 2% to 3% (beyond 16 _m) to the statistical uncertainties. The
systematic uncertainties that contributed to Fig. 3 _d 4 are eliminated because both
standard and source are viewed through the same telescope, with the same alignment
and boresight, nearly the same airmass and identical diffraction losses. This is, of course,
the reason that we have labored so hard to establish accurate, widely accessible celestial
standards.
6. Implications for Ceres surface mineralogy
From either Fig. 5 or Fig. 4 it is apparent that Ceres has a broad emission plateau
from 16 _m or 17/_m to 22 #m or 23/_m, with relatively lower emissivity from 23/_m to 30
/Jm. In Fig. 6 of Paper VIII, where the 5 #m to 14 ,urn of Ceres is plotted as an emittance
spectrum, we see a sharp rise in emissivity from 8.3 #xa to 9.4 #m, a broad plateau from 9.4
/_m to 11.4/_m, decreasing to a broad shallow minimazm near 13/_m. The behavior of the
Ceres spectrum thus follows approximately that calc_ated for olivine particles by Mukai &
Koike (1990) using the Comet Halley dust size distribution (their Fig. 3) and is also similar
to their olivine emission coefficient spectrum for 3/_m particles. From 5/_m to 8 #m, olivine
exhibits low emissivity, but a mixture with other material could account for the higher
emissivity of Ceres at wavelengths below 7.6/_m. The Ceres spectrum from 5 #m to 14/_m
is discussed in Paper VIII which relates the 8.3/_m to 11.4/_m behavior to the Christiansen
frequency and finds it consistent with silicates having a lower degree of polymerization
(e.g., olivine; Salisbury 1993; Kahle et al. 1993). The presence of metal-free ollvines has
\
long been expected on asteroid surfaces usa result of debris ejection from differentiated
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asteroids (Bell et ai. t089: Burbine 1994). Much of the searchhas been confined to the
near-infrared where reflection spectra offer diagnostic olivine features seen in several sma.[I
asteroids (e.g., Cloutis et ai. 1993). These features are not observed "_:aCeres. As noted in
Paper VIII, however, Ceres is large enough to retain very fine-grained dust, whereas smaii
asteroids are depleted in small dust grains (Do,us 1989). Such dust may form a thin layer
of micron-sized particles on the surface of Ceres as the result of the collection of pulverized
chondritic materi_ collisionally ejected from other asteroids or other parts of Ceres ;:_',_,
Bertre and Zellner (1980), for example, conclude that Vesta's surface has partic!es 1,aag_r
than 50 #m coated with particles smaller than 10 #m. Wki!e much more information is
needed, the data presented here suggest that the olivine-rich asteroids may be found using
longer wavelengths that can penetrate the thin overlying, fine-dust In,vet.
7. Conclusions
The use of laboratory flux standards to calibrate celestial sources presents serious
challenges in reducing systematic uncertainties. In these me_urements the long wavelength
region (15 _m to 30 _m) proved to be most difficult because of measurement uncertainties
in the telescope transmission. Overall. the 3 _zm to 5 _m and the 6/.zm to 30/.zm portions of
the laboratory-calibrated spectra agree to within 2 standard deviations of the published
Boo based models for hot stars. The wavelength-degraded, htboratory-calibrated spectrum.
Fig. 3b, is within 1 standard deviation of the models beyond 6 #m. The agreement
between the a Boo spectra calibrated against a laboratory bIackbody and our previously
published a Boo spectrum, calibrated ultimately against a theoretical model, confirms the
assumptions implicit in the models. For normal stars, limits on the order of 25% may be
placed on any infrared excess above model predictions. The Ceres spectrum based on stelI_
standard spectra appears to be an adequate secondary standard from 5 pm to 30 pro. It
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differs sigai_cantly from models which, so far, do nc.t account for mineralogical features or
large-scale variation in topography. The simil_-ity of the 8 _m to 30 .urn Ceres spectrum
to calculated olivine emissivity spectra suggests further study to de:ermine whether this
silicate is indeed widespread or, Ceres.
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A. Appendix
For the wavelen_hs considered, corrections for diffraction losses are needed to
accurately relate source spectral radiance and detector response in the laboratory blackbody
flux measurements. Only after such corrections are applied is the geometrical throughput of
an experimental configuration effectively realized. T_vo of the confi_a.rations tested featured
pinhole source apertures with radius c=101 ;_m or 131 urn, located between a p-'-1.778 mm
radius limiting aperture (fully illuminated b_' she b!ackbo,5.:, . and "_ke :'=6.35 mm radius
pupil (Fig. 6). The 1.778 mm aperture and pupil were 150 n:m apax_., and the pinhole was
a=23 mm from the former and b=127 mm from the latter. To assess =he largest losses, it is
adequate to consider throughput of the combination, 1.778 mm aperzure + pinhole + pupil.
However, additional losses also occurred because of a 100 mm separation between the 1.778
mm aperture and the 20 mm diameter blackbody opening. Despite _he laxge dimensions of
both of these, prox/m/=y of the blackbody opening perimeter to the pinhole's field of view
exacerbated the effect of diffraction losses resulting from the 1.778 mm aperture.
To assess the latter losses as weU as the former, it was necessary to simulate the
propagation of radiation through the blackbody opening, 1.778 mm aperture and pinhole
aperture in series. In doing this, radiation incident on each optic was computed based
on the radiation incident everywhere on the preceding optic, including all accumulated
diffraction effects. (The above losses axe not additive, nor axe their efl_ects on throughput
mtdtiplicative.) We have used Kirchhoff's scalar diffraction theory, so that the radiation
field on each aperture is Wen by
,/,(r") = (ix)-' f ' [exp(2, il " - - r':] e(r'),
,/p feted, Jsp.
where r" is the vector normal from the a.'ds to a location on the aperture and r' is a
vector normal from the a:ds to any location within the preceding aperture. In the above
expression, the Kirch.hoff integral assumes (correctly) that _he normal derivative of _b on an
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aperture can be approximated as 2,':i_:/A. An ideal, isotropic spectrum of plane waves was
assumed to be incident on the blackbody opening.
To insure reliability of the calculations we have computed losses with and without
taking into account the 100 mm separation between blackbody and 1.778 mm aperture.
Results which ne#ect the separation are readily coal.treed by simpler calculations done
within the Fresnel or Fraunhofer appro.'dmations. Losses obtained with and without such a
separation are presented for sample wavelengths in Table 2. Diffraction effects are succinctly
e:cpressed, at each wavelength A, as the unitless ratio, F1, of the actual throughput to the
geometrical throughput. Deviation of F, from unity indicates the diffraction loss. Clearly,
the greatest source of loss is because of the pinhole, but a relative loss as large as 6% of F1
is also incurred because of the separation.
The simpler Fresnel or Fraunhofer calculations c_n be done as follows. In the present
case (tr/z., ar < bp), F1 is most easily expressed in terms of three unitless parameters:
_,= (2_1,_)_(_1a+ lib),
v = (2_-/_)_p/a,
,,-= (,-/l,)l(,,,/,=).
In particular, the present case also meets the criterion, u < v(1 - cr). Thus, because the
rays are sufficiently para_dal, one has (Shirley 1998),
--'"/<'°'°'>Z" Z I°<°,'v +
where ,r'/o- = r"/r and _ = r'/p. The angle 8 is the relative azimuthal polar angle between
,/
ff and r". In this context, r' and r" are on the 1.778 mm aperture and pupil, respectively.
\
Within the Fresnel approximation, which is applicable here, one has, for arbitrary u and w,
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Lommel U functions are _ven by
where J's denote BesseI functions. One often considers u << w, and even the Fraunhofer
appro:dmation, ]aF .... (u. w)]2 = ( uJ'I (w)/w) _"can prove sufficient.
Equation (4) can be made more convenient by rewriting it as _;vo equations, each of
which contains a single integration. Deriving (forarbitrary .u and _'
/;" = dwu: :alu, w)i'.
one may derive (Shirley 1998)
F,(u,v,a) = [2/(=',u-)]" _ dzv/(i-z2)[(2+erz)2-er:].tC(tz.v(1-_'z))/(1. +era:). (A2)
Accounting for finite o" treats the extended nature of the source ape:'_ure properly. The
substitution, o" --+ 0 in gq. (5), would neglect displacements of diffraction patterns" centers
from the optical axis for effective point ereStters arranged throughout the source aperture.
'.," j21Under such a substitution, one would find Fl(u, v. 0) = I - J_t,) - :,,-') + ..., where keeping
only the terms shown _ves the familiar Fraunhofer result. Accounting for finite er removes
unphysical oscillations of F1 with A. This happens because the diffraction rings (for most
point emitters) axe not centered on the pupil. For a typical emitter, portions of both dark
and bright rings in the diffraction pattern lie on the entrance's perimeter.
F1 for both pinholes is shown in the Table 3 for sample wave!engths. Results were
obtained using Fraun.hofer and Fresnei appro.,dmations for l_(tt, w)[ a and using our full
Kirchhoff treatment of diffraction effects but neglecting the blackbody-source aperture
separation. The agreement supports validity of that treatment. Fina22_:,", further calculations
which also incorporated optics within the spectrometer supported the separabifity of
laboratory diffraction losses and effects of those optics.
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Table 1: Jou.raal of observ'_tions
Date Time
UT
Object Gra;iag Order
gr/mm
1995 April 19
1995 April 19
1995 April 19
1995 April 19
1995 May 4
1995 M_v 4
1995 May 4
1995 May 4
04:45-05:21 Ceres 90 1st
Ceres 90 1st
05:24-06:00 Ceres 20 1st
Ceres 20 1st
Ceres 20 1st
Ceres 2!) 1st
07:17-07:30 a Boo 90 1st
a Boo 90 1st
07:35-09:20 a Boo 2,) 1st
a Boo 20 1st
a Boo 20 1st
a Boo 20 1st
03:44-04:10 Ceres 7,i 1st
Ceres 75 1st
06:15-06:27 a Boo 90 1st
06:29-06:59 a Boo 90 2nd
07:05--07:52 a Boo 7:i 1st
a Boo 75 1st
Spectral
range (/_m)
4.90-9.40
4.52-9.4
15.96-20.44
15.71-18.0
20.44-25.0
25.O-30.0
4.90-9.40
4.52-9.4
15.96-20.44
15.71-18.0
20.44-25.0
25.0-30.0
7.92-14.0
8.36-14.0
4.90-9.40
3.0--4.1
7.92-14.0
8.36-14.0
i
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Table 2: Sample values of F1 for several values of ,\ which i_ore (separation = 0 ram) and
respect (sepaxation = 100 ram) the blztckbody-source aperture separation (:;sep.").
A (/_m) F1, c = 10I #m F1, c = 131 #m
sep. =0ram sep. = 100ram sep. =0ram sep. =100ram
10 0.841 0.836 0.879 0.859
15 0.740 0.728 0.811 0.786
20 0.635 0.617 0.731 0.702
25 0.528 0.506 0.650 0.617
30 0.431 0.409 0.566 0.532
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Table 3: S_mplevalues of FI for several values of _, for both pinb.oles: as _ven by three
methods of calculation for the 1.778 mm aperture + pinhole + pupil combination.
(/_m) F1, c = 101 pm Fx, c = 131 /_m
Fraunhofer Fresnel Full F:'aunhofer Fresnel Full
5 0.920 0.921 0.939 0.938
10 0.842 0.842 0.841 0.880 0.878 0.879
15 0.741 0.741 0.740 0.812 0.811 0.811
20 0.636 0.636 0.635 0.732 0.731 0.731
25 0.529 0.530 0.528 0.651 0.651 0.650
30 0.433 0.434 0.431 0.568 0.568 0.566
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B. Figure Captions
Fig. 1.-- Laboratory calibration facility. The NPL blackbody provides a stable, well-
calibrated source of radiation which is then modulated and optically transferred to the
HIFOGS spectrometer through a chamber that simulates the KAO optics and temperatm:e.
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Fig. 2.-- Ratio of flux from a 202 #m diameter hole to that from a 262 #m diameter hole:
measured (top) and calculated (lower - see Appendix A). Difficulty in precisely centering
radiation from the larger hole in the spectrometer alzerture is the most likely cause of the
vertical displacement of the data from the calculated =urve.
Fig. 3.-- a) a Boo spectrum, A4Fx, calibrated using a laboratory blackbody, compared to
the archive (Paper VII) spectrum based on our calibrated !£.urucz mode! of "Vega (Paper I).
Uncertainty bars denote la statistical uncertainties om_y. b) Same as (a), but the 3 lLm to 14
/tin range has been smoothed with a 5-point boxcar average and the 15/zm to 30/_m range
has been degraded spectrally to 4 photometry points representing averages over each of the
4 sepaxate measurements required to cover it: 15/_m to 18 #m (Si:Bi), 15.9/_m to 20 _m
(Si:Sb), 20.4 #m to 25/_m (Si:Sb) and 25 um to 30/_m (Si:Sb). Bars denote the standard
deviation of the mean of the values in the bands.
Fig. 4.-- The spectrum of Ceres calibrated using a laboratory blackbody, compared to a
STM with unit beaming factor, computed for the date _,.nd time of observations. Bars denote
lo" statistical uncertainties only.
Fig. 5. m The spectrum of Ceres calibrated using the archive a Boo spectrum and compared
with the same STM as in Fig. 4 (Cohen et al. 1992).
Fig. 6.-- Displayed from left to right (unfolded, not to scale) are the blackbody opening
(radius=10 ram), the 9=1.778 mm radius aperture (that limits the portion of the blackbody
seen at the pinhole source), the pinhole source itself igreatly exaggerated, radius c), and
the pupil (radius r). Distances between these optics, the optical axis, and extremal rays are
indicated.
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